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Teacher and Pupil Planning

This study is based on the assumption that rich descriptions of

effective classrooM teachers' curriculum development and implementation

efforts are necessary for the improvement of teacher education. The

teacher and classroom were selected for this research because of the

importance of studying an effective teacher who articulates a particular

philosophical view. The Classroom studied was designed by the teacher to

represent that view and functioned in what Schwab (1976) describes As a

learning community.

This 'report focuses on the planning which occurs in that -learning

community classroom. Two types of planning and the resulting study

episode are described. The two types of planning are teacher assessment

and pupil/teacher collaborative selection of content and methods.
o

This paper contains three,major sections. The first section presents

the overview of the study. Section two includes a description of the

teacher's assessment, teacher and puP11 collaborative planning sessions,

and the study episode which, resulted from the plannieg. The third section

includes a discussion of implications this research has for teacher

education.

Section I
Overview

This first section of this paper includes a discussion about the

Learning Community classroom, purpose of this study, procedures for this

study, context of this study, and an overview of findings.

Learning Community Classrooms

Classrooms which function as learning communities have certain identi-

fiable characteristics. These characteristics may be described as follows.
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(Schwab, 1979). The problems to be solved by.the classroom group typically

require the interdependent thought, action, and cooperation of persons

having a variety-of backgrounds, talents, and abilities. The planning

and instructional approach used provides opportunities for the group to

achieve a sense of common purpose and satisfaction as a result of,communi-

cation and collaboration. Record keeping systems monitor Cask completion

and the acquisition of basic skills which allow for individuals to be

intentionally placed /in heterogeneOus ghwps. The use of.heterogeneous

groups encourages the students to contribute their diverse strengths to

coll:ctive problems. Organization and management systems are designed to

promote indiAidual and group responsibility, a sense of shared membership,

individuali:.y, and reciprocity in relationships. In such classrooms

planning and teaching is not the function of the teacher alone. Plann'qg

and instructional experiences a_re often provided through various configu-

rations. The presence of many adults and older or younger schoolmate's as

contributing members is taken as a natural part of the learning community.

(Barnes, et al., 1979)

There is emerging evidence that the social context of the classroom

can effectively promote academic achievement and at the same time develop-

. 0
ment of unusually high levels of individual and social responsibility. For

'example, King (1971) has pointed out that each classroom is a cultural

system--a subsystem of the school which, in turn, Is a subsystem of the

society. "Students learn to participate in the classroom system first ..."

This was consistent with Young and Beardsley (1968) who also support

that the structure of classroom interaction is important for learning.

O'Daffer (1976) suggests that students need interaction with others

in order to maximize their potential as learners:
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When students work in groups and communicate more often
with each other and with the classroom teacher, .changes
Are affected, cin their'approach. 7 This personal re

others,

og-

nition from thers, both, peer and teacher, is'a basic
need that must be considered. (p. 27)

Robinson (1976) reported an experimental study in mathematics edu-

cation in which students were trained to work cooperatively. Not only did

she find positive results in improved math skills, but she reports other

positive effects of team work. In her words the students were:

. "..taught an attitude of cooperation, pulling together,
helping others, sharing problems and solutions, and,
indeed, unashamedly asking for help, all necessary
values for today's world citizen. (p. 206)

Bossert (1979) 'suggested that self-directed work behavior among

elementary school pupils was associated with activity experiences in which

direct teacher control was minimal. Students in classrooms that relied

heavily on group recitation and seatwork--tasks which entail high levels

of teacher control--showed little self-directed behavior when confronted

with new, fairly undefined activity settings. While learning to work alone,

these students were dependent on their teachers for specification of proper

work procedures. By contrast, the children who were encouraged to choose

and organize their own tasks learned to begin new activities on their own

without. waiting for detailed instruction. Thus, there seems to be a

growing body of evidence to demonstAte that the approach to instruction

called learning community has merit. 'Because of the clear philosophy

expressed and the support for this type of classroom in the literature,

the learning community was selected as one form of instruction to study in

order to demonstrate how philosophy influences planning.

purpose of This Study

The purpose of this study,was to capture the dynamics of this classroom
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and to be able to understand how the learning community philosophy is

translated into plans and activities. To facilitate the initiation of

the study we asked the following questions:

1. What characteristics of the school and classroom environ-
ment appear Co be important to the creation of learning
community?

2. What skills are acquired in the content of a learning
community that may not be intended or expected in the
usual school curriculum (unintended outcomes--e.g.,
cooperation, tolerance for differences, collaboration
with others in work, etc.)?

The research, questions were derived from what anthropologist's refer

to as a embryonic hypothesis about the qualities of a certain teacher's

classroom as a learning community. (Schwab, 1976) The initial hypothesis

for this study was based on data collected during visitations to the class-

room over a six year perold of time; from interviews conducted by experts

in the field of education (Lanier, Shulman); and pupil gains that 1974-75

averaged 1.6 years in 1974-75 and 1.9 years in 1975-76. The researcher

felt that this classroom environment was close to what Schwab (1958) had

called a "Learning Community." During the seven years she was teaching,

Ms. Jeannie LaSovage consistently emphasized cognitive learning with special

attention to basic skills while promoting social responsibility and tile

development of individuality in her students. LaSovage also was an

articulate individual who demonstrated an awareness of her decision-making

as a teacher, a quality which made her especially suitable for a participant

observer study. This study began then from the general notion that the

researcher, and other interested teacher educators thought they knew what

a learning community looked like, they felt it was important, and they had

a'hunch about where to find one. As Strauss (et al.) pointed out, the field

with specific hypotheses and a set research design, however, s/he "... does
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have general problems in mind, as well as a theoretical framework that

directs him to certain events in the field." (McCall and Simmons,

p. 25)

Procedures of This Study

BecauSe we wanted to learn about the dynamics of the classfoom when

it is consciously planned and conducted to generate a learning community,

we needed the most contextually revealing and enriching method of study

47
we could find. Thus, we selected the techniques of ethnography which are

. rooted in anthropology and sociology. Erickson (1977) has asserted that

what it does best is:

to.describe key incidents in functionally relevant
descriptive terms and place them in some relation to

IOlder social context, using the key incidents as a
concrete instance of the working of abstract principles,
of social organization. (p. 61)

Further, we believed with Wolf and Tymitz (1977) that "naturalistic inquiry

helps to illuminate the complexity of human developments and interactions ...':

The project was a single case study in which the data collection was

carried out over one school year using the methods and perspective of

ethnographic fieldwork. The focus was on the teacher (LaSovage) and her

first and second grade morning class.

Documents were collected,drofi the, teacher, children, school adminis-

,tration, and aides. The documents included student products, sociograms,

maps of special and temporal relationships, and teacher planning products.

Data collection was intensive during the first three weeks of the

academic school year. The reason for the intensive data collectibn for

this period of time was based on studies by Tikunoff and Ward (1979) and
a

Evertson and Anderson (1979), which indicate that classroom experiences

at the beginning of th. year were very important for what transpired

thereafter. Thus, the initial intensive data collection period contributed

8,
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to the knowledge about how a teacher plans and establishes the environment

of-a classroom. Data collection throughout the rest of the year was

continued on a scheduled but less intensive basis.

Context of This Study

The classroom chosen for this study was located in a midwest consoli-

dated rural school district. The district covers 154 square miles of

4 counties, 8 townships and 3 rural villages. The district serves a

diverse, but predominately lbw socioeconomic population. The rural area

includes farmers; blue collar workers; persons on welfare; and a small

Mexican/American-Chicano population, some of whom are migrant and some

permanent residents in the district. Due to the physical size of the

district, most students were bussed, some as far as 75 miles one way.

The district's student enrollment was 2,044 with approximately 8% of "le

student population Hispanic in origin.

The consolidated school district was composed of three school buildings,

three elementary, one middle and one high school. In addition, central

administrators (superintendent and assistant superintendent) were housed

in a separate three room building.

The classroom studied was one of three portables located next to a

K-6 grade school. The classroom was located directly outside one wing

of the building and faced the playground.

The local community in which the school buildings were located has

a population of approximately 3,000. The town evolved outward from a

town square, with the business district located within the four block

area a block from the square. Few sidewalks exist in the neighborhood

consisting of single dwelling homes beyond the immediate town square. The

County Library is located in the center of town wiln a short walking

distance from one elementary, the middle and high schools.

9
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Overview of Findings

The characteristic identified as the essence of a learning community

classroom was collaborative decision making between teacher and students. We

found three aspects of planning directly related to this sort of collaboration.

First, the teacher reflected upon what she knew about her students, individual

and group responsibility objectives, content objectIves, and resources. Second

and most important, the teacher and pupils actually planned objectives and

activities together. 'Third, the teacher considered the probability of individual

student success, given the jointiydesigned unit of study. In predicting

success the teacher decided a) whether the collaborvive plan would be imple-

mented or a new one designed and b) whether activities would be organized

around, small groups of Students doing the activity or if multiple activities

would go on simultaneouSly.

Other key learning community characteristics identified were 1) task

and objective monitoring systems, 2) heterogeneous grouping, 3) individual

responsibility, and 4) group responsibility for learning, i.e., hot., to ask

for help, offer help, and actually help.

In addition to the characteristics described above we,found that the

teacher was conscious of her belief. that the primary function of schooling

was personal and social responsibility, The major personal responsibility

was academic learning. The major social responsibility was to help others

learn. A second finding is that she used information gained during collabor-

ative'planning sessions to help determine actual objectiv'es for individual

pupils. Third, one of the reasons that c , believed that student motivation

and resonsibility were gained from participation in decision making about

their work.

10
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The following section details the types of plahalng mentioned above. It

also provides a description of the "study episode" which is the result of

teacher and pupil planning. The key orienting questions for this report ace:

1) What happened during collaboratiVe planning? 2) Why did the teacher hold

collaborative planning sessions? 3) How did the teacher prepare for the

collaborative planning? 4) What resulted from the collaborative planning.

Szction II

Teazher.kld Pupil Planning in.a Learning Community Classroom

On the first day of school in Ms. Jeannie LaSovage's first and second grade

morning class, tne students participated in decision making about ,11c content

of activities. During this study the characteristic of pupil participation in

decisions about curriculum, content and process, environment, group process

and individual behavior. The characteristics of teacher/pupil collaborative

decision making evolved into a system which allowed pupils and teacher to discuss,

plan, problem solve and make decisions through collaboration. Following is a

partial description of the first day of class. The description is followed

by a list of the eight characteristics identified on the first day of class.

These characteristics were identified as key elements of this learning community

classroom.

The First Day

The classroom was prepared for, the first day of class. The teacher
had a printed label with each child's name. The room was divided into
three parts. The front part of the room contained one desk for each
student, a "teacher's desk" (frequently used by students during the
year), a two-story loft, a seven foot bench, a chalk hoard, bulletin
board, a cubby box or shelf fo: each student to keep things. No
elaborate teacher-made bulletin boards existed. The other two parts
of the room were set up with round tables and chairs for small groups
to work.



As the students entered the loom ttle teaclier greeted each
one of the first or second graders calling them by 'lime or asking

their names She inquired of each about a family member, pet,

br other personql item. She watched eth one find their desk
wi7th his/her name cn it. She showed,students who didn't recognize

their names where their desk was located. (Field notes, 9/24/81)

When evvyone was in his orber seat the teacher started a
whole group session by asking them to fold their hands. Then she

said: "We've got to get to know each other. Yogi can call me

Jeannie. I think'LaSovage is a hard name to say." She intro-

duced other adults in the room by their first nades. Then she

said, "If we are going to, work together we've got to.figure
how to be together. We spend so much of our life here at school.
We'd better learn to be like a family when we're together. That

means some things, will be alright for us to do and some are not

alright.6 Jeannie and the students. took turns mentioning thing's

to do and not to do. (Field notes, 9/24/81)

Jeannie then said "In this room sometimes we vote on rings
and sometimes we will iry t% get everyone to agree." She describea

what voting meant giving examples. A student asked if they.'can

vote about what to do if someone "is not good." Jeannie asked

everyone who wants to be good to rai.se their hand. Jeannie says

"Everyone wants to be good so I don't think we'll have a problem..."
(Field notes, 9/24/81)

4
Next Jeannie led a conversation about feelings. She used

several personal examples to sMhow the difference between "like"

and "love." She asks children to give examples. After talking
about distinction and relating the concepts to the pupils inter-
personal relationships, she read, the. story Things,I Like

After Jeannie finished the story she asked, "What is aft,

illustrator? Does anyone know what an author is?" Several.

students raised their hands and before-Jeannie could systematical,
call on everyone who raised their hand someone had defined auth.:...r

and someone had defined illustrator. Jeannie in each case asked
other children to paraphrase the correct answer.

Jeannie then commented that the students will do some
writing. This comment elicited some grumbles that Jeannie
responded to by saying, "I don't think that is the right attitude."
She then elaborated on the'task, saying that in about two weeks
the students would each have made a book that they can take
home. She explained that today they would select a picture to
write about.

Taped to the chalk board in front of the class were eight
pictures. The piCiures included: 1) children baking, 2) an
adult and child hugging, 3) a boy hitting a baseball, 4) a child

9
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in autumn woods, 5) children with an animal, 6) two children doing
artwork in school,.7) father and son, and 8) child alone thinking.
Jeannie asked the students to describe each picture or something
the picture reminded them about.

Finally, Jeannie said that they were going to vote to pick
the topic that they would write about. She explained that each

child can vote only once. There were 25 students and after the
first voting there were 29 votes. Jeannie said, "Please close
your eyes and think about whether you voted one time or two times."
Jeannie then went over the pictures once more and thrl reminded

. the students to raise their hand (vote) for one of the pictures.
She said "raise your hand to vote for the picture that you want
to write about today." The vote is held again and this time
there are 25 votes. The title of the picture that won was "Family"
(picture 1/4 above). (Field notes, 9/24/81 and interview 9/24/81)

, The key characteristics which emerged during the first day of class

included:

1. emphasis on student and teacher participation in decision making,

2. acceptance If a range of feelings but an emphasis on the trans-
action..

3. talk of class as family,

4. links to family via,

a. writing asStgnment and
b. homework,

5. self disclosure by adults

6. integration of social and academic skills building on themes
during the morning (e.g., family, linking),

7. use of first names by everyone, and

8. pup.1 and leader statements about quality of behavior with
specific examples provided.

These characteristics, identified during the first day of school, were

the central advance organizers for this classroom's operations for the entire

year. Of particular interest in this repots is the advance organizer

emphasizing participatory decision making. The decision making characteristic

was observed during the year when members of the class did things such as:



1) give specific positive and negative feedback to each other (student/student,

studenttteacher, teacher/teacher), 2) vote on certain types of issues,

3) call class meetings (e.g., to discuss eliminating board work, group

noise level, or explicate personal progress or achievement of objectives),

and 4) plan collaborative curriculum content and instructional activities.

In summary, an early hypothesis pursued in this study was that the

essential characteristic for building a learning community in the classroom

involved teacher-pupil collaborative planning and/cr problem solving sessions.

The organizers used to report what was observed to be occurring in the

classroom studied are:

1. What happened during collaborative curriculum planning?

2. Why did the teacher hold collaborative planning sessions?

3. What did Lne teacher do to get ready for collaborative planning
sessions? and

4. What from collaborative planning sessions?

What Happened During Collaborative Curriculum Planning?

During the academic year of the research effort major collaborative

curriculum and instructional strategy planning occurred on five occasions.

Each occasion included eight steps as follows:

1. Step one involved the teacher describing a concrete experience
in which everyone would participate and the teacher',s rationale
for suggesting the activity;

2. Step two involved the class doing the concrete activity (e.g.,
a. treasure hunt, making applesauce);

3. Step three involved students answering who, what, where, when,
why questions in both a group and individual experience story.

4. Step four included student writing an experience story about
previous experiences related to the concrete experier 0. topic;

Step five involved teacher and pupils answering two questions
which led to the identification of the potential subject
matter to be learned and ways it could be learned;

14
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6. Step six involved meeting with pupils to identify specific tasks
for which they would be held accountable;

7. Step seven involved the class collaboratively organizing the
tasks; and

8. Step eight concluded with pupils and teacher specifying individual
academic objectives.

Each of the eight steps for the collaboration planning sequence of class

sessions is described in the following.paragraph.

Step One. -Jeannie.told the students they were going to do something

like "make applesauce". She explained to the students her interest in the

activity and/or the topic it represented. For example, Jeannie included in

her rationale about making apAesauCe how her personal interest in apples

began and what became of the interest. She shared stories about growing up

on an apple and vegetable farm. She shared examples of 1) when she was

punished by her parents, 2) when she was praised by her parents, 3) what typed

of family events she liked, and 4) what knowledge related to the topic of

study. From her description the students learned more about her upbringing,

values, interests., shortcomings. (Interview 9-30-81)

Step Two. Jeannie and her students then participated in the concrete

experience in this case, that of making applesauce. Jeannie calls this con-

crete experience "The Initiating Common Experience." During the time apple-

sauce was being made and eaten Jeannie interacted with the students and made

first observations of their language development, social and cooperation

skills, writing and reading skills, and memory patterns. (Later Jeannie

made notes on 3 X 5 cards about what she had learned. She then used the

information collected to determine actual individua needs.) (See Step Eight)

Step Three. After the applesauce was eaten Jea nie and the students

formally discussed the event. Three products that t e students completed

during the processing of the initiating common experience were based on the 4

15
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students answering who, what, when, where, and why questions and producing

both a collaborative experience story, an ttenor verbal individual

, experience story. -

Jeannie began the processing session by saying, "Can we appreciate

diversity, welcome individual learning, and still develop one applesauce

story?" Some of you can read, and some are learning to make a circle correctly.

How can we all use this experience?" (Field Notes 10/2/81) Jeannie and her

IP students then talked about what "appreciate" and "diversity", "cooperation"

and "learning" meant. She then focused the discussion on the applesauce

experience.

Through the discussion of,the applesauce experience the students and

teacher agreed on each word and ea,:ii sentence for the group experience story.

The teacher asked, for example, "what did we do to the apples?". The children

responded with a vareity of suggestions, including "squish, squoOsh, squash.."

The teacher then wrote the multiple word choices on the board and the students

said each word, talked about what the words meant, if they were fun to say or

hear, and what sounds would be studied in each word. The teacher then indicated

which .Audents would study which specific vowel combinations. In this case

the students voted for the particular word they wished to incorporate in the

story.

After the sentences had been agreed on and written, Jeannie wrote the

words "Title" and "Author" above the story. The group then selected a title

and decided how to tell who the author of the story was.;

After the experience story was completed and written on the board, Jeannie

compleLed i1i5 proLesF,ing by havLig the students participate in reading and

writing activities using the experience story. Jeannie employed this activity

in order for students to become aware of the integration of reading and writing.

Some of the activities she Used were as follows:

16
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1) Students copied story)or handwriting grade;
2) Students individually learned to read story;
3) Cut story sentences apart and rearrange;
4) Cut individual words and make sentences and story;

.5) Teachex assisted students in using story for needed word
recognition/decoding skills, (i.e., find sight words they are
studying, identify phonetic principle words, cvc, cvVc, ccvc,___
structural analysis, ed plurals...);

6) Use of story for word meanings (e.g., identify words they would
like to make substitutions for with similar meaning words); ./

7) Sentence structure alterations--make sentences beginning with
phrases, use of more then one noun verb;

.

8) Identified nouns/verbs/adjectives in story .

c

Step Four. Concurrently during the time when the whole group was "studying

the experience story," the teacher met with individual students in order to

write down their personal experience or their personal story as related to

the initiating common experience (e.g., throwing rotten apples, making apple

bark). Students dictated to the teacher who typed the story directly on a ditto.

The dictating student was identified as the author. The finished personal

stories were then analyied by the teacher for their potential use as instruc-

tional materials. (See Study, Episode)

Step Fikg. It was in this fifth.step that the collaborative teacher and

pupil deyelopment of the subject matter to be learned were formally developed.

.

Having completed the processing stage, the teacher set the stage for a discussion

and brainstorming session. In this step the teacher asked two distinct

questions: a) What can we learn?, b) What can we do?

Question One: What can we learn? Jeannie first wrote titles of all the

subject matter areas on the board. Then she initiated the collaborative

curriculum development by asked questions such as: "Besides what we learned

during the initiating common experience, what else do we know abogt apples?

When do you find apples in the store? Why do adults say you can have an apple

instead of a candy bar? If you brought an apple to eat at recess and your

best friend wanted part of it how would you solve this problem?" (Interview 10/10/81).

17
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As students responded to the questions, Jeannie provided direct guidance so

It

that science ideas were classified on the board as science, math ideas as

math, and so forth. In addition to the questions, Jeannie asked students to

read their personal stories to the class as a methcid for generating additional

ideas. For example, Christa read the following:

Author:, Christa APPLE BARK

My mother and I like to make apple bark.
We use red delicious apples, a pan, a hot plate, a spoon and

a cookie sheet.
We make the apple bark in our kitchen.
We make it In the fall. Usually we make it around Halloween

time.

We make it because we all.like'it. We take it with us on
walks and when we go in the car.! It is a good snack.

After the story was read the children asked the student author questions.

\\ In the case of this class int raction two study topics were developed. One

k
involved electricity, the interest manating from the hot plate. The second

idea grew into a study of healthy acks (without preservatives). Having

determined specific content that could be learned, the class tAen began to

focus on the second question.

Question Two: What Can We Do? At this point the conversation moved to

the specific questions for identifying activities. Now Jeannie's purpose

was to generate ideas for other subject matter activities. As students made

suggestions'Jeannie responded in a supportive manner giving examples of what

could be learned for the suggested activities. She then asked the students

to classify their ideas under the appropriate subject matter title and she

also added ideas, explaining to pupils how tO classify them. When suggesting

ideas she identified them as "when I was thinking about what we might do and

wrote it down as a check list." (Field notes, 10-7-81), The result of this

step was a large list of subject matter topics and activities. At his point

the teacher considered the probability of pupil success if the planned study

18
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was implemented. (See Improcess Decisions for further discussion) At this

time the teacher also decided whether the pupils would work on a number of

activities or. whether everyone would participate at the same time in a given

activity. (See Improcess Decisions)

Step Six. Having collaboratively identified content and potential tasks

it became crucial that they also collaboratively identify the specific tasks

for which a given individual student would be held accountable.' Thus, in step

,

six Jeannie and the pupils decided in which activities they would actually

participate. A list of required tasks for each pupil was' established. This

collaboration was done in sm.11 groupS, individually, and through whole group

discussion.

Step Seven. When Jeannie decided that a single class activity would be

used, then step seven involved the whole class defining the steps which would

be followed for the completion of each task. During class discussion the teacher

recorded the steps and.subtasks on the board again and again as they were

collaboratively reordered. She continued this until there was agreement on

a sequence.

When multiple activities and subsets of the students were to work in the

different areas, Jeannie met with each subset and did the same as above. For
O

example, students chooSing the "focus on math as the primary area of study might

begin organizing the series of measurement activities. The final part of step

seven involved the development of a\monitoring system. This system allowed

the students the opportunity to check off ana keep tract of their task progress.

Step Eight. During the eighth step Jeannie and each student held a

conference. The conference had two purposes. The first purpose was to

identify the content and responsibility objectives for which students would

be held accountable. To develop the entire list of objectives, Jeannie talked
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with each student. During this conference she 1) told the pupil what obser-

vations were made about the student's, independent work completed during the

Initial Commo6 Experience, 2) showed the child the written or taped work,

3) told the pupil specifically what the child currently could and couldn't

do, and 4) gave both examples and non-exampleS of what the student would be

able to do when learning has occurred. Next she and the pupil decided on how

much the student would contract to do and how well the student would perform

any specific objective. Criteria for cognitive objectives were negotiated

in terms of "can gdt after thinking" or "says word immediately after seeing

word card." Responsibility objectives were negotiated in terms Of "initiating",

"following through", "with X number of reminders", or "responding to observed

cues or external teacher cues".

The second purpose of the conference was to determine the level at which

students would perform. During this phase of the conference Jeannie and the

student identified the level of accomplishment. Each pupil was told which

level of knowledge she/he must demonstrate (e.g., practice, application, or

transfer) for academic credit. Students who wereebeing introduced'to new

content were usually held accountable for practice level demonstration.

Students who had had practice accountability previously were moved to appli7

cation. Jeannie recorded in her own record keeping system credit for any

new knowledge/skill gained when the student was able to actually use it in a

new situation. For example, one thing a student might be asked to do is

demonstrate the difference between an exclamation point and a period by reading

paragraphs indicating with voice and nonverbal expression the difference.

During the year students became adept in defining their tasks as being instruc-

tional, practice, application or transfer in nature. When the student per-

ceived she/he had achieved this level and wanted to move on in terms of
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accountability, Jeannie evaluated them. Pupils who were ready chose a method

for showing transfer.

Step eight ended with Jeannie and the pupil listing hit/her objectives,

ani figuring out a way for the pupils to keep track of his/her academic

achievement. Thus both a task and content record keeping system were

developed with the pupils.

The entire collaborative planning experience (Steps 1-8) took about 14-16

hours and was conducted across 7 or 8 days.

Why did the Teacher Hold Collaborative Planning Sessions?

The collaborative planning sessions are held becauL.e they are the process

by which Jeannie implements her basic assumptions about teaching, learning,

and the primary function of schooling. The primary function cf schooling from

her perspettive is social and personal res 3nsibility directly related to

learning. The operating assumptions and Jeannie's role in optimizing this

function of schooling are described in the following. The statement concerning

Jeannie's assumptions are organized around the topics of students, learning,

curriculum, evaluation, and her role as_a teacher:- The following also includes

a description of the relationship of the collaborative planning sessions to

the teacher role.

Assumptions.

A. Students.
Students enjoy learning.
Students who participate in planning their own out,:omes and
related activities are more likely to achieve.

Students will become responsible learners if given the oppor-
tunity and then held accountable for the responsible
behavior.

Students will behave appropriately when taught how to dfstinguish
between appropriate and inappropriate behavior for a given
setting.

Students have a responsibility to'help other students learn.
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ociali.:tion (a la Piaget) that is working with others, is
necessary for learning.

Heteroge eous grouping and acceptance of diversity is necessary
for ge uine socialization.

C. Curriculum;
Content which has some direct relationship to the students'

previous concrete experiences has the most potential for
being learned.

Integration of content,provides students with learning
experiences that are closer to out of school (real life)
application experiences.

Curriculum based on integration of cont apt has naturally
incorporated the principle, of Leaching for transfer.

D. Evaluation.

Evaluation'of academic achievement is based on the individual's
performance.

EvaluatioL of group task completion must include: cooperation;
participation by all members; and meeting subject matter
demands.

Evaluation must occurat both formative and summative levels.

E. Teacher Role.
The teacher teaches.
The teacher holds a position of authority and responsibility.
The teacher speaksas an experienced and mature adult. .

The teacher retains the ultimate accountability and decision
making power.

The teacher solicites input.
The teacher seeks group consensus.
The teacher communicates rationales for decisions to pupils.
The teacher communicates decisions to pupils.

Jeahnie's leadership style can be classified as authoritative (Brophy and

Putnam, 1979). From Jeaanie's point of view, the students' contributions during

the collaborative planning sessions helped her fulfill her role by providing her

information about 1) where to start a topic of study so that it was based on

the links that could be made with students' previous concrete experiences,

2) what internal motivation related to topic and tasks was present for each

child which suggested pUpil links with activities that would make use of the

natural interests, 3) who was initiating, responding, or not participating in

which activities. All this information was used in her teacher decisions
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concerning leadership, seating, necessary interpersonal instruction, and

' content instruction-and evaluation. 'Thus, this teacher held collaborative'

planning sessions because they were essential to both her and the pupils'

success. (Interview 3/12/81)

What Did the Teacher Do To Get Ready for Collaborative Planning?

The planning and related decisions which this teacher did alone occurred

at two specific times. The first, Preplanning, occurred before a new topic

was considered by the group in the collaborative planning session. The

second, In-process Planning Decisions, occurred after the collaborative

planning step six.

Preplanning. The planning which the teacher cor)leted before she began

the collaborative planning sessions included a Conscious review of what she

knew about the 1) curriculum, 2) objectives, 3) students, and 4) classroom

school and community resources. In addition, at the beginning of the school

year the teacher reviewed the etudeht records and any new texts or materials

which had become part of the school curriculum since the previous year.

Based on her initial synthesis of this information' the teacher identified

those pupil outcomes for which she would'hold herself accountable. At the

time she dveloped a recording system for her use in documenting the pupils'

achievement of objectives. This recording system was reviewed each time a

major change in study occurred. The Updating helped the teacher " ... keep

in mind what needed to be worked on while she was-planning alone and also

with the pupils" (interview'3/12/81). After the mental review the teacher

then selected a topic for study. Next she gathered any additional information

she felt she needed to develop the topic into an area for study. The teaCher.

N,
then decided on theoinitiating common experience.

Once the topic and Concrete experience had been chosen the teacher

listed potentially related activities. This process resulted in the teacher
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having 1) identified an area of study, 2) synthesized relative knowledge,

3) listed pupil outcomes, and 4) listed possible activities. The teacher did

not make any final decisions about the plans at this time. Instead she kept

the decision tentative until the point of the first in-process planning

decision.

In-Process Planning ,Decisions. The first in-process teacher decisions

occurred after Step 5 in the collaborative planning sessions. After the

collaborative discussions concerning content and activities, the teacher

decided whether there were enough ties from the students' life experiences

to the new content. She also determined if there was sufficient interest

exhibited by students to pursue the particular area of study. Should the

answeebe no, a new concrete experience was identified and the process started

again. If the answer was yes then the teacher made a second decision.

The second decision made by the teacher occurred when the teacher and

pupils had identified potential knowledge and skills to be learned from a

specific topic of study and what activities could be done. The teacher then

made a decision as to whether tLe pupils would have the option to choose among

activities or work as an entire class on a single activity. Once these in-

process decisions were made they were communicated to the pupils and the

' teacher and class were ready for an extended period of study.

What Resulted From Collaborative Plannin: Sessions?

Three outcomes of the collaborative planning sessions were observed.

First, the pupils studied the unit as planned for a period of time which

was referred to as the "study episode." Second, the plan as implemented

included built in opportunities for diverse instruction and working relation-

ships. Third, pupils and teacher used the collaborative planning process tc

off-task behavior as well as content objectives and strategies.
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Study Episode. Approximately eight days after the class pbrticipated in a,

'concrete common experience they were ready to begin an extensive study

episode.. Tne study episode period was the time when students completed

activities and academic objectives as planned. Both task and academic

objectives were adjusted during the study when Jeannie and a pupil determined

they were inappropriate. Alternative tasks and objectives were immediately

identified. The study periods lasted from eight to eighteen days depending

on the pace and motivation of the teacher and pupils.

Each day's study period was organized into three sections. These 3

sections were 1) tasking, 2) working, 3) closing. Section one was used for

sharing news from outside of the classroom and tasking individuals. The

second section of the class included whole/small groups or individuals

directed instruction and work time. The third section of time involved

a revl'ew of the group behavior and-progress of individuals; reminders about

home tasks and planning for the next day.

*
During the sLudy episode period, as more and more students completed their

activities and objectives, Jeannie would hold a discussion with the class to

set a "closing date" for the current study. By the closing date all pupils

were evaluated to determine the pfogress they had made. Daily class discus-

sions were held during the close down period of time. Pupils shared with each

other thenew knowledge and skills they ha.4 acquired (e.g., reading with voice

inflection, .reading a story the pupil had authored, tellinw how many sight

m,
words one had accomplished). Pupild who had not completed tasks.or objectives

held conferences with Jeannie to determine 'causes (e.g., didn't attend to

class, WTO 'or too many objectives chosen) for their situation. These

conferences always ended with an agreement between the teacher and the pupil

to try to make bettei decisions next time.

r
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Diverse Working Relationships. Daily during the study episodes students

worked individually, in pairs, in small groups, in the whole group and with

and /or without teacher directed instruction. The teacher came into instruc-

tional contact with each student each day. Individual contact ranged from

eight seconds to several minutes in length. Students helped each other and

were helped by others at various times. Recess ca 'e in the middle of the

work session and the number of pupils who left the room averaged 10,out of 4

25. The students who stayed to work And those who went out varied. As one

first grader explained, "I stay in when I want to learn and I go out when I

. . *want to play." '(Interview Notes, 10/81)

Diverse Off-Task Behavior. Off-task student behavior during study periods

was virtually non-existent. When it did occur it involved such things as

1) a student saying s/he didn't feel well and being left alone to sit in

his/her seat, 2) a studert: who entered the group later in the year and

attended to work for part cf the time and then walked around, 3) brief social

conversations between students passing each other on their way to do something

task relate', and 4) persona). needs.

When disrupting off-task behavior occurred a class meeting was called.

It was initiated by the pupil or teacher flicking the lights to get everyone's

attention and then Stating the problem. For example, a pupil said "Th2re is

so much talking in here I can't work at my desk" -(Field notes 1677/81) or the

teacher said "Seven people have interrupted Susan and me and I can't help her"

(Field notes 10/7/81). The problem statement was followed by a quest'on

asking people to recall if the problem had been aiscussed previously and if

so what had been said. When it a peared to be a new problem individuals were

asked to say what they were doing to be disruptive and to explain why. Finally

the teacher would ask "What are we going to do about this?" The teacher never

I
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suggested the first solution. Once possible solutions were generated then

:specific changes in behavior were identified and related directly to the teacher .

and specific pupils. These types of collaborative sessions did not occur

after the end October as the need disappeared.

During the study episode period as more and more students completed their

activities and objectives Jeannie would hold a discussion with the class to

set a "closing date" for the current study. By the closing date all pupils

were evaluated to determine the progress they had made. Daily class discus

sions were :geld during the close down*.period of time. Pupils shared with each

other the new knowledge and skills they had acquired (e.g., reading with voice

inflection, reading a story the pupil had authored, telling how many sight
---/

words one had accomplished). Pupils not completing tasks or objectives held

conferences wit'l Jeannie to determine causes (e.g., didn't attend to class,

wrong or too many objectives chosen) for their situation. These conferences

always ended with an agreement that both Jeannie and the pupil would try to

make better decisions next time.

In Summary

In this classroom, collaborative planning was the key characteristic which

contributed to the learning community environment. This is a classroom where

children are hooked on learning. In this classroom the children participate

in cooperation with the teachLr 'in making decisions about what and how they

will study.

The major influence on this learning community teacher's planning was

her philosophical position. The nature-of this teacher's planning can be

described as mental selection of information to be processed, mental processing,

mental decision making and note writing and record keeping.
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The selection of informatioh included the mental assessment of learneK's,

resources, teacher, cognit4ve outcome and personal and social responsibility

outcomes. The processing included identification and writing of long range

outcomes. It also included the mental organization of a particular but

tentative curriculum with objectives consistent with the long range outcomes.

The processing also included written unit planning notes. A major part of

the information processing was the mental planning in collaboration with the

students. This mental planning involved reflection on the unit plan and

simultaneous revisions and adaptations of that plan. This part of the mental

planning also involved linking specific students, to Objectives. Next the

written planning of lessons with pupils (notes originally put on board)

occurred. Notes were recorded at later times concerning student behaviors

and the sequences of activities were put in a lesson' schedule book. These

acted as reminders to the teacher. During instruction the teacher reflected

on specified individual student outcomes and the student's behavior, Based
-7N

on this processing, decisions to change a student's objectives were made

during the studyepisode.

At the culmination of a study episode the new pupil data was considered

in the teacher's reflection and assessment planning for the next unit of

instruction. The teacher constructed th! next units of instruction to pick

up on individual achievement as it was at the end of the last study episode.

Section III
Implications for Teacher Education

As was described earlier, the major influence on this learning community

teacher's planning was her philosophical position. The nature of this

teacher's planning can be described as mental 1) mental selection of information

to be processed, b) mental processing, c) mental decision making, and d) note

writing and record keeping.
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A primary implication of this study for teacher educators who wish to

teach their students how to-plan for community classroom is that

the key aspects of planning are: 1) knowing curriculum and long range goals,

2) knowing a particular set of students and the developmental characteristics

of students, 3) knowing where a given piece of curriculum fits into the year's

long range picture, and 4-1 knowing how to synthesize knowledges to form a

meaningful curriculum. As it pertains co a learning community classroom this

study donot support the case that objectives are not thought of or important

to teachers. TIEfs study supports the case that objectives are not derived

solely from curriculum materials, and that they are necessary for effectiv,:

planning and implementation of a learning community.

This study does suggest that teacher educators who wish to changethe

content of their courses on planning should take into consideration several

7
elements. First, the teacher educator needs to identify what type of class-

room outcomes they are instructing teachers to plan for. Second, teacher

educators must understand the beliefs and values that the different interaction

patterns which contribute to different outcomes. Fourth, they need to know

activities and strategies which will promote specified outcomes. Fifth, teacher

educators must know how to'do and,how to teach others to do long range planning

based on specified outcomes. Sixth, teacher educators will need to know he

to identify entry characteristics and growth patterns for individuals. Finally,

teacher educators must be able to teach their students how to negotiate specific

objectives in light of long range goals, learners, and available resources.

Consideration of these elements reslts in planning being viewed as a dynamic

process with objectives functioning in fluid sense.

The learning community teacher who was the subject of this study held

a philosophical view that the classroom would be a learning community.

29
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This philosophical view influenced what information she selected to process,

how she processed the information and the decisions she made. The philosophical

view she held influenced her decision about what to teach, how to teach and

what the academic, social and personal responsibility outcomes were for learners.

McCutcheon (1980) indicates that there are two sets of questions con-

cerning teacher planning which must be considered. One set of luestions is

concerned with the nature of and influences on teacher planning as it is

occurring today. The second set of questions is concerned with what should

teachers consider as they plan.

Studies of teacher planning and thinking by McCutcheon (1980), McClune

(1971), Kyle (1980) and. others (e.g., Clark and Yinger, 1%79; Clark and Elmore,

1979, NcNaire and Joyce, 1979; Kyle, 1980; Merriman, 1976) illustrate two major

p4ints. First, when planning teachers do not select the same information to

process, nor do they process information exactly the same way, and the resulting

decisions about what and how to teach are not the same. The second point is

that we don't know what it is that influences teachers to select information,

?process it, and arrive at decisions all of which differ across achers. There

is some evidence (Kyle 1980) that a number of factors influence teachers'

planning (e.g., personal interests, education). We suggest that the question

of what influences teacher planning be studied further. We recommend that in

, future studies special consideration be given to the identification of teachers'

philcsophical positions and their beliefs and values concerning the roles of

teacher and pupil. The question of what teachers should consider in planning

then can be considered in light of the knowledge of teacher purposes.

In this study of a learning community teacher, Jeannie LaSovage, we were

able to identify teacher Philosophy, teacher beliefs and values, teacher

planning procedures, implementation of plans and students outcomes. Based
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on our experience with this learning community teacher, it is our recommendation

that teacher licators need to consider for their instruction philosphically

consistent models of curriculum development rather than generic and technical

planning skills.

,
- 3i
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